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The AN team had another busy month during October. Special projects included
one new house, one fully refurbished one, two partial refurbishments and a couple
of houses requiring plumbing or electrical work. At the same time, the normal
work of responding to the day-to-day needs of local people continued. AN made
donations of goods with a total value of some £4,846 to 232 households or individuals during October, in addition to helping needy people with cash donations.
Give thanks ...
1. For the two well-packed loads that arrived during October.
2. For a joint initiative with the Centre of Hope that has allowed us to stock up
with firewood which will be given to needy households during the winter.
3. For two families with new houses, two more with refurbished rooms and one
with a new cow shed (that will allow them to get an income from selling milk).
4. For the opportunities to do a little bit extra to improve people’s quality of life.
Please pray ...
1. For Vasile, one of our Romanian colleagues, who has had a major operation on
his back; he is normally very active but needs to take the time to recover.
2. For the preparations for the coming winter, especially as the present warm spell
encourages procrastination.
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The RoAF Prayer Meeting normally takes place at 8 pm on the second Tuesday of
each month; the actual venue can vary so please contact one of the RoAF team for
confirmation. However, you don’t need to be in Horley - just remember to pause
and pray wherever you are at that time (or, indeed, at any other time).
Below and overleaf we offer some prayer pointers, but please feel free to add your
own items as they come to mind. Prayer is our connection with God’s ultimate
power source and, without prayer support, this work would achieve nothing.
Give thanks ...
1. For the continuing abundant supply of good quality items being offered to us;
pray that those who prepare and pack the items will have the enthusiasm and energy to continue with the work, and that others will join them.
2. For a recent bequest of £500 and other gifts which encourage us to continue
with the work that God has put before us; pray for wisdom in the use of the funds.
3. For those individuals and organisations who are contributing to this year’s
shoebox collection; pray that the boxes will arrive in good time for distribution.
4. For the warehousing facilities that we enjoy; pray for new blood in the warehouse teams and God’s provision of the tools and equipment necessary.
Please pray ...
1. For the current Christmas gift appeal - these gifts are still much appreciated by
the recipients and we need to send about 3,000 boxes to avoid disappointment.
2. For continuation of positive moves towards maintaining the continuity of the
Horley packing sessions during the relocation of the Baptist Church premises, and
for the resources to cover the costs of moving.
3. For the continuity of financial support for RoAF - this is an expensive time of
year and people have other commitments, but God is able to provide.
4. For the team preparing the lorry from Billingshurst on 30th November; for a
good turn-out of willing hands, safety in the task and good passage for the vehicle.
5. That RoAF’s activities will have a spiritual benefit for all those involved.
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